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Getting the Mix Right 



Plan 

Together 

Deliver Best 
We Can 

Assess & 
Analyse 

Reflect in 
Depth 

Learn & 
Improve 



Collaborative Planning 
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Planning Learning 
vs 

Planning Lessons 







You Don’t Say Sherlock 
If You Don’t Define Excellence… 
 

… You’ll End Up With Mediocrity… 
 

… What Do You Want? 
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Give Success Criteria a SEC 
Writing success criteria and in turn gaining clarity about the expected learning 
gains can be difficult : 
 First, you have to be clear in your own mind what excellence looks like 
 Secondly, you have to communicate this to the students with absolute clarity 
   
“State the type of religious order joined e.g. apostolic or contemplative” 

 

“If I do that do I get an A*?”   

 

Success criteria must be specific, extensive & challenging.   

 

Direct students towards excellence.   
 

“Compare and contrast apostolic and contemplative orders explaining why people 
join one based on personal preference, scriptural quotes, chosen purpose and 
challenges of life.” 
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To compose a piece of music with a range of melodies, 
counter-melodies, accompaniment and stylistic idiomatic 
features, to create ‘descriptive music’ to a given brief. 
 
To create a stylistic and idiomatic ‘background’ for the melodic content 
already composed. This should include a range of instruments suitable to 
the musical setting of the brief, and use tempo, texture, dynamics, pitch, 
rhythm and timbre creatively to not overpower the melodies.  
 
 
To write effective countermelodies to form background music against the 
main themes in a piece. These countermelodies will not detract from the 
main melody, but will provide contrast using differences in pitch, rhythm, 
dynamics, appropriate instrumentation and timbre. 
 
 
To write effective melodies to suit the main characters in a story using 
appropriate instruments, tempo, pitch, rhythm, dynamics, timbre and key 
to accurately represent that character. 



Determine the End Point Success Criterion which is 
Specific, Extensive & Challenging (Think Big Idea)  
 
Deconstruct the End Point Success Criteria to 
determine a series of Milestone Success Criteria 
 
Pre-plan End Point & Milestone Assessments to 
Exemplify Standard Required & Assess the Learning 
 
Determine how Assessments will be Analysed to 
provide Feedback & DIRT/MAD Time or Reteach 
 
Curriculum Excellence Defined through End Point 
& Milestone Success Criteria & Assessments 





Data & Feedback Informed 
Learning 
June 2015 
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I’m convinced we’ve never really 
understood the main goal of 
assessment in the class room.   
 
It’s why we are struggling now that 
the posts have moved.   
 
Too many schools are still scoring 
assessment own goals. 
 
The main purpose of assessment in 
the class room must be to close the 
gap between a child’s current and 
expected learning. 

@LeadingLearner 
Photo Credit: Sammo 



“Decision Driven Data Collection” 
 

What important decisions do I need 
to make? 

 
What data do I need? 
When will I need it? 

In what form will it be most useful? 

Wiliam, D (2014) Redesigning Schooling - 8: Principled Assessment Design.  SSAT (The Schools Network) Ltd 



Assessment Goals 
1. Assessment must Support Teaching and Promote 

Learning.   
 

2. Assessment must Help Close the Learning Gap between 
Current and Expected Learning.  

 
3. Assessment must be Meaningful and Manageable. 
 
4. Assessment must Raise Aspiration and Encourage Pupils 

to Work Hard.  
@LeadingLearner 
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To write effective melodies to suit the main characters in 
a story using appropriate instruments, tempo, pitch, 
rhythm, dynamics, timbre and key to accurately represent 
that character. 

Learning Intentions: 
1. To define  and combine the key conventions in melodic writing, such as the rule of 

three, rhythmic/motivic development and arch shape (rising and falling pitch over a 
length of time) – SOLO (MS) 

2. To analyse existing melodies from well-known pieces of classical music as examples 
of good melodic writing before composing their own melodies for two given 
characters – SOLO (R) 

3. To compose (create) music in a suitable key (major or minor) reflecting on how the 
key can change the nature of the music representing a character – SOLO (EA) 

These two characters will be chosen from one of two storylines (compositional briefs) 
 
Assessment:  
• Assessment criteria will be based upon the learning intentions of appropriate 

instruments, tempo, pitch, rhythm, dynamics and timbre. 
• Performance of melodies to the class to see if melodies suit the given character.  
• Peer/teacher feedback will be given on the overall sound of the melody and any 

improvements to be made > DIRT 



GCSE 
English 
Q by Q 

Analysis 



The #5MinAchievementPlan by @LeadingLearner & @TeacherToolkit 

http://leadinglearner.me/2015/03/14/the-5minachievementplan-by-leadinglearner-and-teachertoolkit/
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Acknowledgement: Education Datalab (2015) Measuring Pupil Progress Involved More than Taking a Straight Line  

 
 
More children get to the ‘right’ place in the ‘wrong’ 
way, than get to the ‘right’ place in the ‘right’ way! 
 
 

https://sway.com/8KlbVWMiHlsmci5P
https://sway.com/8KlbVWMiHlsmci5P


“Our evidence suggests that the assumptions 
of many pupil tracking systems and Ofsted 
inspectors are probably incorrect. The vast 
majority of pupils do not make linear progress 
between each Key Stage, let alone across all 
Key Stages. This means that identifying pupils 
as “on track” or “off target” based on 
assumptions of linear progress over multiple 
years is likely to be wrong.”  

Acknowledgement: Education Datalab (2015) Measuring Pupil Progress Involved More than Taking a Straight Line  

https://sway.com/8KlbVWMiHlsmci5P
https://sway.com/8KlbVWMiHlsmci5P




Data & Feedback Informed 
Teaching 
June 2015 



It’s All About the Learning … 
 

… So Get the Teaching Right… 
 

… It’s the Leadership Necessity 

You Don’t Say Sherlock 
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The #5MinAchievementPlan by @LeadingLearner & @TeacherToolkit 

http://leadinglearner.me/2015/03/14/the-5minachievementplan-by-leadinglearner-and-teachertoolkit/
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Acknowledgement: Tom Sherrington (@headguruteacher)  

DERTy Teaching 

http://headguruteacher.com/2015/05/25/teaching-better-my-pedagogical-to-do-list/
http://headguruteacher.com/2015/05/25/teaching-better-my-pedagogical-to-do-list/
http://headguruteacher.com/2015/05/25/teaching-better-my-pedagogical-to-do-list/


Formative Lesson Observation  
(Improving the Quality of Teaching) 

http://leadinglearner.me/2014/07/07/formativelessonobs-by-leadinglearner-and-teachertoolkit/


www.bebcmat.co.uk  

http://www.bebcmat.co.uk/


Photo Credit: Richard Browne via Flickr cc 

Micro Lesson Observations 
Taking the Next Step 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/richardbrowne/8610529354/in/photolist-e7TdoE-7TkXA9-9xnLka-aBt3L-6QeesZ-4SUZ9g-BxVLs-4T1ybo-8Zq186-7R5kCm-aDM9tJ-ze6Wa-8oiDCn-5Jrhod-8osVHe-7i9FH7-6KqVo5-8pgcFu-ErzbJ-2EeCHS-6qVgRU-hYNCH-5vqgG3-7QUJw6-nL25Ao-358jCf-bxbJ84-cvjKo-4QXYbP-8AAv4Z-58gJeg-9mdqYE-cBwGuQ-depUYt-8KvJn5-5vqh4S-89kCyj-b81mJ4-b81jHZ-5FWgxN-3jTnbX-oVbVXd-8uRaPd-3jXN7o-8KvN15-9yArG1-6PpHpP-fMUAPQ-6RgDeo-bq1mpX
http://leadinglearner.me/2014/11/15/diy-teaching-cpd-structure-and-sequence/www.Flickr.com




Leadership for #GreatTeaching 

How will you seek to build quality into 
every child’s learning experience? 
 
How will you use assessment to support 
teaching & learning? 
 
How will you develop teachers (and keep 
on developing them) to be the best they 
can be? 


